Forming Solar Mass Stars:
An Overview of Young Stellar Objects
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How do Solar Mass stars form?
• How do stars of ~1 Msun form?
• Masses from 0.08 Msun to ~8 Msun
• Range of birth environments
• Prospects for planet formation
• How did the Sun form?
• Relics of the specific birth environment of the Sun
• Imprint on the Solar System
• What can we learn from high angular resolution observations?

Route
• From interstellar clouds to the Initial Mass Function
• Properties of prestellar cores
• The standard picture of isolated, low-mass star formation
• Structure and classification of YSOs
• Protostellar feedback on YSOs: heating, shocks, and photo-processes
• Formation of accretion disks
• Characteristics and evolution of planet-forming disks
• Multiplicity and clustered star formation
• Conclusion: The formation of Solar Mass stars
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FIG. 1.È850
km image of the o Ophiuchi region obtained with SCUBA at the JCMT, reduced using the matrix inversion technique and then Wiener
B213
Ðltered (see Paper I for details). The intensity scale is linear from [0.4 to 0.5 Jy beam~1 to highlight the low surface
–5°brightness emission.
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o†set in the chop can produce excess residual longwavelength modes.
While it is tempting to simply add back the estimated
missing Ñux, a more conservative approach was taken, and
the long-wavelength modes were entirely suppressed in
order to analyze the structure of the short-wavelength components. To achieve this, the Ðltered map was convolved
with a p \ 130A Gaussian beam (twice the largest chop
throw) and the convolved map was subtracted from the
13
original
CO J = 1to
– 0remove any large-scale structure (Fig. 2). Except
for the region directly around o Oph A and o Oph B, a Ñat
background has
been produced from which the size, mass,
10m
and shapes of the small-scale structures can be deduced.
Note that any structures with sizes greater than 130A are
considerably smoothed or removed from the map. The
residual negative features around o Oph A and o Oph B are
an artifact of this map-Ñattening procedure. The mean rms
noise level in the Ðnal map is D0.01 Jy beam~1, or approximately 0.002 M per beam. Our mass sensitivity everywhere in the map_is 50% better than the best sensitivity of
the Motte et al. (1998) observations.

Taurus: extinction and 13CO (from Bergin &
·
Tafalla 2007)
342

Bergin

Tafalla

Williams et al. (1994) separates clumps along minimum Ñux
boundaries within the observed space and does not require
that the proÐle of the clump correspond to any predetermined shape. For example, under some conditions, two point
sources located close together may merge into a single
clump with a very asymmetric
appearance. An alternative
–10°
approach is to assume that clumps correspond to physical
entities with a predetermined structure and to search the
observed space for such structures. Stutzki & Gu" sten (1990)
developed a Gaussian-proÐle clump-Ðnding algorithm that
subdivides all structures into a number of individual Gaussian components. Williams et al. (1994) have demonstrated
that clÐnd works well within
maps that contain two spatial
–15°
dimensions and one velocity dimension. In the o Ophiuchi
data, there may be increased amalgamation of clumps, as
the continuum data o†er no velocity information to subdivide the regions further along the line of sight. Motte et al.
(1998) located small-scale clumps within the o Ophiuchi
region by eye ; this technique is essentially a human version
of the Gaussian component method discussed above.
–20°
0.5 our
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mbdv (K
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understanding star formation
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220° core.
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However, the reader should bear in mind the very di†erent
assumptions used in identifying and measuring the clumps
Galactic longitude
in the two analyses. We note that there are many inherent
Figure
dangers in assuming
that1 the structure of clumps is well
approximated by Gaussian
proÐles. gas
Forinexample,
if these region. Color scale and contours show the
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Hierarchical, filamentary cloud structure
3.

CLUMP PROPERTIES IN o OPHIUCHI

3.1. IdentiÐcation of Clumps
In order to locate and measure the properties of clumps
within the o Ophiuchi map in a rigorous manner, a variant
of the clump-Ðnding algorithm, clÐnd (Williams et al. 1994),
was used. We stress that any clump-Ðnding algorithm introduces biases into the results, which depend on the algorithm

Galactic latitude
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Figure 2 | Comparison of the ‘dendrogram’ and ‘CLUMPFIND’ featureidentification algorithms as applied to 13CO emission from the L1448
region of Perseus. a, 3D visualization of the surfaces indicated by colours in
the dendrogram shown in c. Purple illustrates the smallest scale selfgravitating structures in the region corresponding to the leaves of the
dendrogram; pink shows the smallest surfaces that contain distinct selfgravitating leaves within them; and green corresponds to the surface in the
data cube containing all the significant emission. Dendrogram branches
corresponding to self-gravitating objects have been highlighted in yellow
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VÁZQUEZ-SEMADENI ET AL.

Vol. 707

Vázquez-Semadeni et
al. 2009

NH3 Perseus B5:
Figure 2. Two views of the central 8 pc cubic region. Left panel: column density integrated along the y-direction. Right panel: column density integrated along the
Pineda et al. 2010
z-direction. The electronic version of these images [A and B] shows the evolution of these regions from t = 22.6 to 25.2 Myr.
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Properties of prestellar cores: density, temperature
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al. 2003; Myers 2005; Kandori et al. 2005)
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Figure illustrating the various methods used to determine the column and volume density of
starless molecular cores. (a) K-band image of Barnard 68 and plot of the derived AK with
10-arcsec resolution as a function of core radius [taken from Alves, Lada & Lada (2001)] with
AK versus radius (provided by C. Román-Zúñiga). In this method the measured quantity is the
H–K excess, which is related to AV by the extinction law, parameterized by rvH,K . AV is
correlated to the hydrogen column from UV line measurements, parameterized by f (Bohlin
et al. 1978, Rachford et al. 2002). (b) 1.2-mm dust continuum emission map and flux versus
radius for L1544 (taken from Ward-Thompson, Motte & André 1999 and Tafalla et al. 2002).
κν is the dust opacity per unit gas mass, ρ is the dust density, and m the hydrogen mass
(corrected for He). (c) 7-µm ISOCAM image and opacity versus radius for ρ Oph D (taken
from Bacmann et al. 2000). At 7 µm the emission from polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
provides a bright background, and the dense core appears in absorption. In this method the
absorbing opacity is related to the hydrogen column via the dust absorption cross section, σλ .
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Properties of prestellar cores: dynamics
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Deuterated molecules are
enhanced: e.g., H2D+

and H2 D+ ,
(b) The freeze-out of CO, which is the primary destroyer of both
increases the rate of the gas-phase fractionation reactions (see deuterium species in
Figure 9; Stark et al. 1999, Aikawa et al. 2001, Bacmann et al. 2003). This inference
is strongly supported by the detection of H2 D+ and D2 H+ in starless cores (Caselli
et al. 2003, Vastel et al. 2004, van der Tak et al. 2005), as illustrated in Figure 10.
The creation of multiply deuterated ions leads to the production of high deuteration levels similar to those observed. An additional by-product is an enhanced atomic
(D/H) ratio that will accrete onto grains and be available for surface reactions (Tielens
1983, Charnley et al. 1997, Stantcheva & Herbst 2003, Aikawa et al. 2005) creating
H+
3

H2D+ in L1544

0.8

D2H+ in I16293E
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C18O J = 1 – 0
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3 + H2 + 230 K.
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(a) A deep optical image of the dark globule Barnard 68 (Alves, Lada & Lada 2001) along with
contour maps (b–d ) of integrated intensity from molecular emission lines of N2 H+ (contour
levels: 0.3–1.8 by 0.3 K km s−1 ), C18 O (0.2–0.7 by 0.1 K km s−1 ), and 850-µm dust continuum
emission (10–70 by 10 mJy beam−1 ). Molecular data, with an angular resolution of ∼25 arcsec,
are from Bergin et al. (2002) and dust emission (angular resolution of 14.5 arcsec) from
Bianchi et al. (2003).

also Caselli et al. 1999). From the abundance profile it is estimated that the CO and
CS abundance traces a large dynamical range with declines of at least 1–2 orders
of magnitude in the core centers relative to the lower density core edge, while the
abundances of nitrogen molecules either stay constant or decay more slowly. The interpretation of “selective” freeze-out, where molecules exhibit different behavior in
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ion-molecule chemistry (Millar et al. 1989). [Reaction 2 has been measured in the
lab at low temperatures. The finding is that there is an additional dependence on
the ortho/para ratio of H2 (Gerlich et al. 2002).] These enrichments are then passed
down the reaction chains to species such as DCO+ , DCN, HDCO, and others.
Pure gas-phase models without freeze-out cannot produce significant quantities
of doubly (NHD2 ; Roueff et al. 2000) and triply deuterated ammonia (ND3 ; Lis
et al. 2002) as observed in starless cores. This motivated a re-examination of the
basic deuterium chemistry. The primary advance in our understanding is twofold:
(a) Deuteration reactions do not stop with H2 D+ , rather they continue toward the
formation of both D2 H+ and D+
3 via a similar reaction sequence (Phillips & Vastel
2003, Roberts et al. 2003, Walmsley et al. 2004):

Molecules freeze out in dense
and cold interior.
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The ‘standard’ model of isolated star formation
Lada (1987): pre-main sequence stars
and infrared sources in star forming
regions can be classified according to
their 2.2–10/25 µm slope: Class I, II, III
Later a Class 0 was added (André et al.
1993); sometimes a ‘Flat’ class is
introduced between Classes I and II.

These classes can be placed in
an intuitive evolutionary ordering.
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Table 1
Facts About Clouds
Solid Angle
(deg2 )

Distance
(pc)

Area
(pc2 )

∆v
(km s−1 )

Massa
(M$ )

1.038
178 ±statistics
18
10.0 ± 2.0of YSO
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426 ± 86
Lifetimes
and
3.101
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28.4 ± 6.5
1.2
816 ± 188
c

3.864
0.850
6.604

250 ± 50
260 ± 10
125 ± 25

73.6 ± 29.4
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31.4 ± 12.6

1.54 ± 0.11
2.16 ± 0.01
0.94 ± 0.11

4814 ± 1925
2016 ± 155
2182 ± 873e

!n"b
(cm−3 )

t(cross
(Myr)

345
381
196
707
318

3.7
4.7d
7.8
2.7
8.4

‘Cores
to disks’ 10254
Spitzer
Legacy survey:
···
± 3228
389
···
– Class 0 ~ 0.16 Myr (0.10 Myr)
– Class I ~ 0.54 Myr (0.44 Myr)
s.
masses are computed from extinction maps with 240%% resolution based–onClass
c2d andII 2MASS
= 2±1data,
Myrexcept for Ophiuchus, which uses the 27
15.457

···

160.9 ± 51.9

mass refers to the area with AV ! 2 mag, and the uncertainty reflects only the distance uncertainty.
mean density of the cloud, calculated from the mass and the surface area, assuming a spherical cloud. For Lupus, the value is an average ov
Numbers between brackets are corrected for extinction.
Lupus III cloud is at 200 ± 20 pc. This is accounted for in the total area and mass.
Median
half-lifetimes.
s is the crossing time for Lupus III, the largest subcloud. The time for Lupus
I isor3.6
Myr and for Lupus IV, it is 1.9 Myr.
s mass excludes Ophiuchus-North, a disconnected piece of the northernDistinguish
streamer.
(observational) Class from
rences. (1) Whittet et al. (1997); (2) Vilas-Boas et al. (1994); (3) Comerón
(2008);Stage
(4) Hara
et al. (1999);
(5)2006)
Enoch et al. (2006); (6) R
(physical)
(Robitaille
et al.
traizys et al. (1996); (8) de Geus et al. (1989).

Most youngest objects in clusters of >35
members and >1 Msun pc-3.
Evans et al. (2009)

TESTING YSO ENVELOPE MODELS
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The structure of Young Stellar Objects
HOGERHEIJDE & SANDELL
MRH & Sandell (2000)

Vol. 534

Simple theoretical model: Shu (1977).
Inside-out self-similar collapse of a
singular isothermal sphere.
Family of solutions (Whitworth & Summers 1985).
Refinements: slow rotation (Terebey et al.
1984); magnetic fields (Galli & Shu 1993;
Allen et al. 2003).
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• density follows radial power law with
index between -1 and -2.
• velocity tends toward free-fall;
surrounded by static envelope.

ges of the j \ 850 km and 450 km emission observed with SCUBA on the JCMT toward the YSOs L1489 IRS, L1535 IRS, L1527 IRS, and
tours are 2 p intervals, as listed in Table 3. The right-hand panels show the spectral index between 450 and 850 km, as derived from the data,
tour intervals of 0.5. Note that the center of the images of L1489 IRS is (30A, 40A) to better bring out the extended emission. The Ðlled circles
of the panels indicate the main beam size.

Dust continuum and molecular-line
measurements well fit by Shu model (e.g.,
proÐles of the 850 and 450 km emission obtained after azimuthal averagingHogerheijde
of the SCUBA data
the source
& around
Sandell
2000)centers. For
9 IRS appears much more compact than the
entire Ðeld of view, it severely hampers the analysis of the

nly a one beam wide strip perpendicular to the outÑow to minimize contamination with emission from emission along outÑow. The
, a result that does not depend on the likely
L1535 IRS data. The emission around L1527 IRS is elonata,
binned
in
half
beamwidth
intervals.
The
error
bars show
each annulus,
Evans
et
al.
(1999)
p in emission at the northeast edge of the
gated
along the
thestandard
east-westdeviation
outÑow, within
perpendicular
to the which includes noise and
symmetry
in the source.
dottedwith
curve corresponds
simple peak.
Ðt to The
the JCMT
beam
as other
derived from maps of Uranus
nlar
addition
to emission
directly The
associated
orientation to
of the
its central
outÑows
of the
Figure 5 The origin of various parts of the line profile for a cloud undergoing inside-out

IRS 54
IRS 63
GSS30-IRS3
WL 12
Elias 29
a

16 27 51.80d
16 31 35.65
16 26 21.71
16 26 44.19
16 27 09.44

−24 31 45.4d
−24 01 29.55
−24 22 50.63
−24 34 48.74
−24 37 19.99

...
0.63 ×
1.4 ×
1.9 ×
5.8 ×

Deconvolved size from Gaussian fit. b Flux density from Gaussian fit to SMA d
fit. c Peak flux at 850 µm in JCMT 15!! single-dish beam. d TMR1 unresolved in SM
undetected at the SMA; position from Spitzer Space Telescope observations.

The structure of Young Stellar Objects: envelope vs disk
Only millimeter interferometers can probe
down to the few arcsec (several hundred
AU) scale of embedded disks.
J. K. Jørgensen et al.: The mass evolution of embedded protostars
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Fig. 2. Overview of the 1.3 mm continuum emission from the Class 0 sources (left group of panels; see also Jørgensen et al. 2007a) and 1.1 mm
continuum emission from the sample of Class I sources (right group of panels; this paper). Contours are given from 3σ to 18σ in steps ofFig.
3σ 3. Plot
(black contours) and onwards from there in steps of 6σ (white contours). In the panels for IRS 54 and GSS30 the Spitzer positions for the known
length. The
YSOs are indicated with the plus-signs.

of the continuum flux as function of projected baseline
• compact mm emission toward ~all Class 0 and I objectsdotted
histograms indicate the zero-amplitude signal, i.e.,
the anticipated signal in the absence of source emission. The open
• Mdisk = 0.05–0.1 Msun (with scatter!)
circles indicate the single-dish peak flux [in Jy beam ] from the
maps toward each source extrapolated to 1.1 mm.
observations) and 9 to 104 kλ (June and July 2007 observations). function of projected baseline length (Fig. 3). Most sourcesJCMT/SCUBA
are
Mwere
does
notwithchange
with
Class
Typically, two •
sources
per track
the excep- roughly
consistent
with a point, or marginally resolved, source
diskobserved
tion of IRS 63 and Elias 29 that were observed in separate tracks at the resolution of the SMA. These plots are made using ciras discussed by•
Lommen
et al. (2008).does changecular
averages
in the (u, v)-plane,
i.e.,~1
implicitly
assume
that Class
the
M
with
Class
from
M
0 to ≲0.1 Msun in Class I.
envelope
sun in
The complex gains were calibrated by observations of emission is spherically symmetric.
the highest intensity and broadest line profile in the HCO+
1.5–3 Jy quasars typically located within 15 of the targeted
To estimate the structure of each source an elliptical
SMA observations. Interestingly, the interferometric spectra to➝ disks form early
sources once every 20 min. The bandpass was calibrated through Gaussian was fitted to the continuum flux in the (u, v) plane
−1

◦

observations of strong quasars and planets at the beginning and
end of each track. The quasar fluxes were bootstrapped through
observations of Uranus with a resulting ≈20% flux calibration

ward TMR1 and TMC1A only probe the blue-shifted emission

for baselines longer than 20 kλ, where the contribution from
the larger scale collapsing envelope becomes negligible and the
plots of visibility amplitude vs. projected baseline length flattens

PROSAC: Jørgensen et al. (2007, 2009)
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The structure of Young Stellar Objects: kinematics
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Velocity patterns show
• infall
• contributions from outflow(s)
• rotation (for Class I objects; star dominates mass)
J. K. Jørgensen et al.: The mass evolution of embedded protostars

873

Fig. 11. Moment one (velocity) maps of the HCO+ emission for IRS 43, IRS 63, TMR1, TMC1A and GSS30-IRS1. In all panels the plus-signs
indicate the location of the continuum positions (for GSS30-IRS1 the near-/mid-infrared source). In the IRS 43 and IRS 63 panels the white line
shows the direction of the continuum structure. In the IRS 43 panel, the black arrow furthermore shows the direction of the embedded near-IR
Herbig-Haro objects (Grosso et al. 2001) and thermal jet (Girart et al. 2000).

envelope/circumstellar disk around each source. A number of
effects point toward this also being the case for IRS 43:

1. both HCN and HCO+ show an elongated structure with
a large scale velocity gradient around the continuum
peak/systemic velocity;
2. a Gaussian fit to the continuum data in the (u, v) plane shows
a structure which is elongated in the same direction with a
position angle of −70◦ (measured from north toward east): its
. 3.ÈIntegrated emission (contours) superposed on the velocity centroid with respect to the sourcesÏ systemic velocity
(color) of HCO`
1È0 and
deconvolved
major
axis3È2,
is about 2## (280 AU) and its minor
1È0, 13CO 1È0, and C18O 1È0 toward L1489 IRS (top) and TMC 1 (bottom). The HCN image includes the main hyperÐne component only. Contours
axis about a tenth of an arcsecond, consistent with emission
awn using a square-root stretch to bring out the extended emission with a factor of J2 increase per level, and start at 0.07, 3.1, 0.10, 0.08, and 0.06 Jy
a disk
seen
at a0.05,
high
~1 km s~1 for HCO` 1È0, HCO` 3È2, HCN 1È0, 13CO 1È0, and C18O 1È0, for L1489 IRS, respectively. For TMC 1,from
they start
at 0.04,
0.07,
andinclination angle, close to edge-on.

MRH (2001)

To derive the mass of the central object a position-velocity
curve is extracted by fitting the position of the peak emission for
each channel in the (u, v)-plane at baselines larger than 20 kλ
and projecting this on the major axis of the HCO+ emission
(right panel, Fig. 12). To this curve, a χ2 -fit is performed with a
straightforward Keplerian rotation curve with two free parameters, the systemic velocity and central mass. A best fit is obtained
for a central mass of 1.0 M$ (2σ confidence levels of ±0.2 M$ )
and a systemic velocity of 4.1 km s−1 . This mass estimate is of
the “enclosed” mass within the resolution of the interferometer,
but since it is significantly higher than the best estimate of the
envelope and disk masses of 0.026 and 0.0081 M respectively

PROSAC: Jørgensen et al. (2007, 2009)

REPORTS

The structure of Young Stellar Objects: magnetic fields
resolution of È0.6¶¶ (15). Using the SMA polarimetry system (16), we are able to examine the
magnetic field at 360 AU resolution and we
find a clear Bpinched[ morphology (Fig. 1C)
around this protostellar system. This provides a
direct confirmation of the magnetic field configuration at the few-hundred–AU scale predicted by the standard theory of low-mass-star
formation (3, 4). Moreover, the detection of
hourglass morphology even in this complex
region suggests that the models of isolated star
formation may apply even when the initial conditions are much less idealized than is normally
assumed. Hints of magnetic field hourglass
shape have also been reported in high-massstar–forming regions such as NGC 2024 (17)
and more clearly but at much larger scales
(È0.5 pc) toward OMC-1 (18).
The total flux measured in our 877-mm
observations is 6.2 T 0.5 janskys (Jy) over an
area of 33 square arc sec, where there is adequate
sensitivity to measure the polarization. Assuming optically thin emission, a dust temperature of
50 K (19), a gas-to-dust ratio of 100, and a dust
opacity of 1.5 cmj2 gj1 (20), we estimate the
total mass traced by the dust to be 1.2 d3002
solar masses Ed300 K (d/300 pc), where d is the
adopted distance to the NGC 1333 cloud^. We
can make an estimate of the averaged column
density EN(H2)^ and volume density En(H2)^ of
the region traced by the dust as follows: N(H2) 0
M/(Amm) and n(H2) 0 M/(Vmm), where M is the
dust mass, mm is the average mass per particle, A is the area of the dust emission, and V 0
1
3
(4/3)p– / 2 A / 2 is the volume. Adopting a heliumto-hydrogen mass ratio of 30%, we find that the
Girart
et al. (2006)
mean column
density is N(H2) 0 8.2 ! 1023
cmj2 and the mean volume density is n(H2) 0
4.3 ! 107 d300j1 cmj3; both are similar to the

using a c2 analysis. We find that the center of
symmetry of the magnetic field coincides
within the measured uncertainty, È0.6¶¶, with
the center of the two cores. The position angle
of the magnetic field axis, ,61-, is roughly
similar to the orientation of the magnetic field
on larger scales around NGC 1333 (21). From
Fig. 1C, we can see that across most of this
region there is a remarkably accurate correspondence between the measured magnetic
field vectors and the modeled parabolic magnetic field lines. However, there are some
discrepancies southeast of the center, where
the measured field seems to systematically
deviate from the fitted model. The observed
dispersion (Fig. 2), dqobs, is made up of contributions from the measurement uncertainty of
the polarization angle sq and the intrinsic
dispersion dqint, according to the equation (22)
1
dqobs 0 (dqint2 þ sq2) / 2. The observed dispersion (dqobs) in the residuals is 8.0 T 0.9-,
whereas the measurement uncertainty of the polarization angle (sq) is 6.2 T 0.3-. Therefore, the
intrinsic dispersion is dqint 0 5.1 T 1.4-. This
estimate of the intrinsic dispersion should be
regarded as an upper limit because the parabolic
function is just a first approximation of the true
magnetic field morphology.
If we assume that the dispersion in polarization angles is a consequence of the perturbation
by Alfv2n waves or turbulence in the field lines,
then the strength of the magnetic field projected
in the plane of the sky (Bpos ) can be determined
1
from the equation Bpos 0 Q (dvlos/df)(4pr) / 2,
where r is the average mass density; dvlos is the
line-of-sight velocity dispersion; and df is the
dispersion in angular deviations of the field lines,
which is the same as dqint calculated above (23).
Q is a dimensionless parameter that depends on

Polarization of thermal dust emission in NGC 1333
IRAS 4 matches theoretical expectations (e.g., Galli
et al. 2006):
• gravity overcomes magnetic support
• field lines drawn in by collapsing gas
➔ hourglass shape
from www.sciencemag.org on February 27, 2010

4A2, which we find to be separated by 400 AU
(1.8¶¶) at a PA of 130- (Fig. 1), as previously
observed at lower frequencies at an angular
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critically not only on the velocity field but also the presence
Pre-stellar
cores:
and location
of the outer pre-depletion (n < nde ) zone and the
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amount of depletion.
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lustrates that the 4.5 !m emission lies along the central axis of
the CO outflow very near the driving source. Like the molecular
hydrogen emission, there is a bend in the 12CO emission, located
precisely where the CO emission transitions from blueshifted to
redshifted emission. We are constrained by the single pointing of

Protostellar feedback: outflows

Fig. 6.—Moment 0 data for the red and blue CO outflow lobes toward B1c.
The gray scale is C18O J ¼ 1#0 emission from the core; the blue contours indicate blueshifted emission (2.4–5.1 km s#1) and the red contours are the redshifted emission (8.4–13.8 km s#1). Some redshifted emission is detected to the
southeast of the blue lobe, indicating that the back of the conical cavity is being
detected, or that the outflow is shifting direction at this location.

All embedded young stars drive bipolar jets,
which in their turn sweep up molecular
and the CO outflow emission from the BIMA array. The IRAC
4.5 !m band has been found to be a strong tracer of outflows
outflows.
which
is likely due to the presence of H pure rotational transi12

2

tions and the CO fundamental vibrational mode within the bandpass (Noriega-Crespo et al. 2004). The outflow clearly extends
for several arcminutes on either side of the driving source, B1c.
An ‘‘S-shaped’’ morphology is evident in the Spitzer map. Such
S-shaped jets are interpreted as precession of the jet because of
the presence of an (unseen) binary (e.g., Hodapp et al. 2005).
Fig. 4.—Comparison between N2H+ and C18O emission toward B1c. Top
panel: The integrated N2H+ (red contours) and C18O ( gray scale and white conNear the source, the outflow appears quite symmetric; however,
tours) emission. The flattened direction of the core is nearly north-south and is inat larger distances, the blue lobe widens while the red lobe apdicated by the dashed line. The beams are denoted at the lower right. Bottom panel:
pears to
either split
two separate sequences
of ‘‘bullets’’ or
line) and C18O (dashed line) emission along a MOLECULAR
slice denoted by the
The N2H
No.
2,+ (solid
2006
LINE
STUDY
OFintoBARNARD
1c
be confused with an outflow from a different source. The prodashed line in the top panel. The anticorrelation between the peaks is evident. The
ordinate value is the ratio of the flux density at the position along the slice relative to
jected linear extent of the outflow detected by Spitzer is depenthe peak
flux density
in the field. to a single primary beam of coverage
the
BIMA
observations
dentinon which distance one adopts to the Barnard 1 cloud. At
12
250 pc, the 60 extent of the blue lobe from the central source inthe CO emission. More extended CO J ¼ 1"0 measurements
dicates a distance of !90,000 AU, or 0.44 pc.
are needed to compare the morphology of the molecular hydroComparison of the Spitzer data with the BIMA array data il(the driving jet) to the morphology of the entrained gas mapped
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The cross marks the continuum peak of the13 BIMA data. The large circle in4.3. CO J ¼ 1"0 Emission
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Matthews et

Figure 3f shows the integrated emission detected from 13CO J ¼
1"0. In contrast to the other CO isotopologues, the 13CO data do
not clearly trace the core or the outflow. This is likely due to
missing short spacings in the interferometric map which limit
the sensitivity of this observation both to structure and emission.
The peaks detected in 13CO may be associated with the outflow
al.or(2006)
the walls of a cavity carved by the outflow.
Fig. 5.—Schematic representation of the main features of the B1c source. Our
interferometric data are insensitive to the large-scale outer envelope. We detect
Maps
Core
Outflow
H+ the
emission,
someand
of which
may be
dense material4.4.
from Moment
the inner envelope
in Nof

Fig. 7.—IRAC Spitzer data at 4.5 !m from Jørgensen et al. (2006) are
compared to moment maps of the 12CO J ¼ 1#0 emission over the blue and red
lobes. The correlation between the position angle and central axis of the outflow
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Protostellar feedback: outflows
R. Launhardt et al.: Rotating molecular outflow in CB 26

RGB = [I, [SII], H α ]

HH494

CB26
CB25

R.

1 arcmin
8400 AU

rview of the CB 26 region. The optical true-color image (left) is based on wide-field Hα (blue), [SII] (green), and I-band (red) frames
et al. 2004). The globules CB 25 and CB 26 as well as Herbig-Haro object HH 494 are marked in the image. The zoom panel (right)
R K-band image of the bipolar reflection nebula (grey-scale, 0.!! 6 resolution), overlaid with contours of the SMA 1.1 mm dust continuum
om the disk (red, contours at 20, 38, and 55 mJy/beam) and the integrated 12 CO(2–1) emission (0.6 to 12.5 km s−1 ) from the bipolar
outflow (green, contours at 0.5, 1,2, 1.9, 2.9, . . . Jy/beam km s−1 ). Beam sizes are shown in Figs. 2 and 4. The reference position is
59m 50.74s , δ2000 = 52◦ 04! 43.80!! .
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Launched by stellar accretion flows or disk?
Carry away excess angular momentum.

d signatures of jet rotation in SiO(2–1) and SiO(5–4),
al. (2008) detected velocity gradients across the tips
w shocks in the SiO(8–7) line which they interpret as
n. A recent study of H2 emission in HH 26 and HH 72
ostomou et al. (2008) also seems to indicate signatures
lar jet rotation in two other embedded Class I sources.

bipolar molecular outflow. The outflow has a peculiar velocity
structure that suggests it is rotating with the same orientation as
the disk.

2. Observations and dataLaunhardt
reduction et al. (2009)
Observations of CB 26 were carried out with the IRAM PdBI
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WISH (van Dishoeck, PI)
Nisini, Liseau et al.

Water traces interaction more directly than Spitzer
Herschel PACS

Spitzer IRAC
H2O
179 µm

L1157 mm

104 AU

Looney et al. 2008

- Strong water emission from the embedded protostar
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The formation of accretion disks
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Need
interferometers to ENOCH ET AL.
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separate growing disk from the
envelope.
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Fig. 2. Maps of continuum emission at 86–89 GHz from OVRO a)
and BIMA b). Oﬀsets are with respect to the pointing center of
α(2000) = 03h 28m 56.s 29 and δ(2000) = 31◦ 14� 33.�� 93. Contours are
shown at 3σ, 6σ, 12σ, 24σ and 48σ, where σ is the rms noise level
of Table 3. The filled ellipses in the lower left corner of the panels
indicate the synthesized beam sizes; the large circles show the 50%
sensitivity levels of the primary beams.

Envelope + disk

Table 3. Results of fits to the visibilities.
OVRO
−1

rms (Jy beam )
Beam

BIMA
−3

1.0 × 10
3.2�� × 2.8��

0.9 × 10−3
8.2�� × 7.5��

0.035
−9.17
3.67

0.040
−8.92
3.10

Disks form early (Class 0
phase) and Mdisk stays
~constant throughout Class 0
(a)
and Class I phases. (Jørgensen
et al. 2009)

Figure 3. CARMA 230 GHz maps of Serpens FIRS 1 for short baseline data only (D,E config
(B, C configurations; panel (c)). Contours in panel (b) are (2,4...10,15,20,30...70) times the 1σ rm
lower right). Contours in panels (a) and (c) are similar but start at 4σ and 6σ , respectively, and p
in scale in each panel. The direction of the 3.6 cm jet (Rodrı́guez et al. 1989; Curiel et al. 1993)
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Serpens SMM1: Enoch et al. (2009)
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L1489 IRS: 35˚ angle between
envelope and disk

How do we know this is a real disk?
920

Brinch et al. (2007a,b)

C. Brinch et al.: A deeply embedded young protoplanetary disk around L1489 IRS

Find signature of Keplerian rotation.

L1489 IRS: rotating disk, 200 AU
C. Brinch et al.: A deeply embedded young protoplanetary disk around L1489 IRS

cture and dynamics of theTableclass
I young stellar object L1489 IRS
1. Summary of the SMA observations.
Source
α, δ(2000)a
Frequency

L1489 IRS
04:04:42.85, +26:18:56.3
Fig. 8.GHz
The
267.55762
(1.12averaged
mm)

4

∆δ (arcsec)

2

0

a)

−2

b)

properties of the dust. We use the dust opacities that give the
best fit to extinction measurements in dense cores (Pontoppidan
et al., in prep.).
The same density and temperature structure are afterward
given as input to the excitation and line radiative transfer code
RATRAN (Hogerheijde & van der Tak 2000), which is used
to calculate the spatial and frequency dependent HCO+ J =
3–2 emission. The HCO+ models are post-processed with the
MIRIAD tasks uvmodel, invert, clean, and restore to simulate
the actual SMA observations.

L1489 IRS: rotating + contracting c)
envelope, 2000 AU

922

(u, v)-amplitudes of the continuum at 1 mm in
both
compact
−1
−1and extended configurations. The full line show our
41.85 Jy beam km s
model.
compact configuration visibilities cover the (u, v)-distance
2.04 The
K
0.35
up
toJy60beam
kλ.−1 The black triangle marks the total flux at 1 mm (Moriarty36.0 ± 2.3 mJy
Schieven
et al. 1994). The histogram indicates the zero-signal expecta3.7 mJy beam−1
""
tion
0.9values.
× 0.7""

Integrated line intensity
Peak line intensity
Noise level (rms)
Continuum flux
Noise level (rms)
Synthesized beam size
(Uniform weighting)
918
C. Brinch et al.: A deeply embedded young protoplanetary disk around L1489 IRS
a
Coordinates are given at the position where the continuum emission
peaks.

917

d)

C. Brinch et al.: A deeply embed

ωenvelope
Fig. 9. The model spectral energy distribution assuming inclinations of
40◦ (full line) and 50◦ and 74◦ (broken lines) plotted on topωof
flux meadisk
surements from the literature (marked by crosses) and the Spitzer/IRS
spectrum from 2−40 microns (red line).

L.O.S

4000 AU
500 AU

Fig. 13. An (exaggerated) illustration of the proposed model wh
angular momentum axis is changing with radius. The line of s
illustrated by the dashed line.

Fig. 10. Three transitions of HCO+ observed by single-dish telescope
(see Paper I for details) with our model superposed. The quality of the
4.2. Modeling the continuum emission
+
fit
is comparable to the fit in Paper I although a disk model has now
and firstThis
moment
the the
HCO
J = 3−2
emission
Fig. 1.−4Reconstructed image of the continuum emission at the highest Fig.
Fig. 2.
5. Zero
PV-diagram.
plot plots
showsofthat
emission
on the
scales

tions of molecular lines that probe their outer envelopes. It
(l/Dl 5 60–120), with results as shown in Fig. 1. In many of the
has been suggested that one or more components of the protosurveyed objects we detect spectral lines of molecular hydrogen,
multiple system NGC 1333–IRAS 4 (refs 1, 2) may display signs of
and fine-structure lines of low-ionization-potential ions and atoms,
an embedded region that is warmer and denser than the bulk of the
usually associated with outflows. One line of this type—[S I] at
envelope3,4. Here we report observations that reveal details of the
25.249 mm—is the only emission feature that appears in the 20–40core on Solar System dimensions. We detect in NGC 1333–IRAS
mm wavelength range for IRAS 4A. The spectrum of IRAS 4B, how4B a rich emission spectrum of H2O, at wavelengths 20–37 mm,
ever, is unique in our sample: it contains many emission features
which indicates an origin in extremely dense, warm gas. We can
suggestive of spectrally unresolved H2O lines with a wide range of
model the emission as infall from a protostellar envelope onto the
excitation. We re-observed IRAS 4B in March 2006 with the highsurface of a deeply embedded, dense disk, and therefore see the
resolution (l/Dl 5 600) IRS module, and confirmed this suggestion
development of a protoplanetary disk. This is the only example of
mid-infrared water emission from a sample of 30 class 0 objects,
10
perhaps arising from a favourable orientation; alternatively, this
Watson et al. (2007)
HH 7
may be an early and short-lived stage in the evolution of a protoplanetary disk.
4A
NGC 1333–IRAS 4B (henceforth IRAS 4B) and its neighbour NGC
1.0
5
1333–IRAS 4A (IRAS 4A) lie about 320 pc away . Considered among
the archetypal protostars, they are often taken to be a proto-triple
4B
system, with IRAS 4B single, and IRAS 4A a 1.8-arcsec binary (pro0.1
jected separation 600 AU), 31 arcsec away from IRAS 4B (ref. 6). Both
IRAS 4A and IRAS 4B have high-velocity outflows7,8. That of IRAS 4B
is not well resolved spatially, but is presumed to be bipolar, viewed
[S I]
0.01
IRAS 4A
close to the outflow axis1,2. Both also have dense, cold, approximately
IRAS 4B
spheroidal envelopes, which are resolved at millimetre and submilliStrong H2O lines
metre wavelengths. Millimetre-wavelength tracers of dense molecu1,2
lar gas reveal kinematic symptoms of collapse in both envelopes .
0.001
30 AU OF A 35
25
20
IRAS 4A is marginally detected
in Spitzer Space Telescope-InfraredWATER VAPOR
No. 1, 2010
IN THE
INNER 25
YOUNG DISK
Wavelength
(
µ
m)
Array Camera (IRAC) images, and IRAS 4B not at all; only extended
emission, resembling scattered light from an outflow cavity viewed
Figure 1 | Spitzer-IRS low-resolution spectra of IRAS 4A and IRAS 4B, and
close to its axis, is seen by IRAC at 3.6 mm and 4.5 mm (R. A.
false-colour mid-infrared image. Main panel, spectra of IRAS 4A (magenta
trace) and IRAS 4B (blue trace); error bars represent the standard deviations
Gutermuth, personal communication).
of the flux values in each spectral channel. Wavelengths of strong lines of
A decade ago, the ISO Long-wavelength Spectrograph (ISO-LWS)
3,4
water, which give rise to blended emission features in the low-resolution
was used to observe the IRAS 4 system . With its 90-arcsec beam,
spectrum of IRAS 4B, are indicated with red crosses. The IRAS 4 system has
this instrument could not resolve IRAS 4A from IRAS 4B, but it did
total luminosity 28L[ (ref. 19); from these spectra it appears that 4.2L[
detect many emission lines thereabouts, among them several lowbelongs to IRAS 4B, and the rest to the two components of IRAS 4A. See
lying rotational transitions of H2O. Under the assumption that the
Supplementary Information for data-reduction details. Inset, part of the
water emission arises equally from IRAS 4A and IRAS 4B, observers3
Spitzer-IRAC image-set for NGC 1333 (R. A. Gutermuth, personal
showed that this emission probably probes a cold outer component
communication), with 3.6 mm shown in blue, 4.6 mm in green and 8 mm in
of the envelopes, and an inner component warm enough (T . 120 K)
red, and positions indicated for IRAS 4A and IRAS 4B, and for the nearby
HH 7.
that dust-grain mantles have sublimated to increase greatly the
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Warm and cold water vapor around
NGC1333 IRAS4B
PROTOSTELLAR
DISK

Flux density (Jy)

Chemical signatures of the disk/
envelope accretion shock.
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Characteristics and evolution of protoplanetary disks
T TAURI STARS AND PREÈMAIN-SEQUENCE EVOLUTION

10

Majority of T Tauri*
stars have a
protoplanetary disk
Many disks are
gas-rich
Disks often show
Keplerian rotation

*Class II = T Tauri star

Simon et al. (2000)
FIG. 1b

FIG. 1a
FIG. 1.È(a) Results of our interferometric observations of MWC 480, DM Tau, LkCa 15, and GM Aur. The coordinates are arcseconds in right ascension
diskcentered
radiusonRthese. positions,
A paperindicate
describing
and declination centered on the peaks of the continuum emission (Table 2). The long and short arms of the crosses,
the the
out
the temperature
distribution,
apparent major and minor axes of the disks. The long arms are scaled to a full length of 4A and the short arms are(e.g.,
foreshortened
according to radial
the inclinations.

disk parameters
the 12CO abun-

Since we now adopt 140 pc as the reference distance, w
scale GD98Ïs results to this value. On this basis, GD98

Characteristics and evolution of protoplanetary disks
L158

TABLE 1
Observational Parameters for SMA TW Hya

Large grains in the disk of CQ Tau

325

o-layer
ux and
ant dife from
in the
& Natta
grains
elevant
ffect of
(which
mond &

ted obthe obsults of

CO 3–2
345.796
2.7 # 1.6 (P.A. 18!. 7)
35
1.62 " 0.05
0.18
1.0
31.0

CO 2–1

230.538
2.7 # 1.7 (P.A
1.8
0.54 " 0.
0.26
0.11
24.4

S/N limited by the dynamic range.

Gas affected by ultraviolet photons

that together provided 2 GHz for continuum measurements. Calibration of the visibility phases and amplitudes was achieved with
observations of Callisto, at intervals of typically 20 minutes. During the observations, Callisto was 40! away from TW Hya and
had a diameter of 1!.39 and a zero-spacing flux density of 45.3 Jy
at 690 GHz, which provided the
absolute
flux density
Panić
etscale
al.:forAthebreak
in
calibration. The uncertainties in the flux scale are estimated to be
10%, according to the uncertainties of the Callisto model. The
4.6 Jy continuum emission from TW Hya is strong enough for
self-calibration, and one iteration of phase-only self-calibration
with the 690 GHz TW Hya continuum model was performed on
the CO J p 6–5 data to improve the images. The MIRIAD package was used for imaging.

Panić et al. (2009)
the gas and du

C. Pinte et al.: Probing dust grains evolution in IM Lupi’s circumst

0.6 µm

1.0

Figure 1 shows the CO J p 6–5 channel maps (one channel
at velocity 2.9 km s!1 in red contours and a second channel at
velocity 2.5 km s!1 in blue contours) overlaid on the 690 GHz
continuum image in gray scale. The velocity gradient along the
disk position angle of !27! is consistent with that seen in CO
J p 2–1 and 3–2 (Qi et al. 2004).
The disk averaged CO J p 6–5 spectrum, along with the
CO J p 3–2 and 2–1 spectra (in black lines), toward TW Hya
at ∼2! resolution, is presented in Figure 2. The spectra predicted

0.5

1.6 µm
Fig. 2. Observed fluxes of CQ Tau. OVRO points are from Mannings
Testi et al. (2003)
& Sargent (1997); PdB from Dutrey, quoted by Natta et al. (2001);
JCMT from Mannings, quoted by Natta et al. (2001); the VLA 7 mm
point is from Testi et al. (2001). Note that we have plotted for all interferometric points a calibration uncertainty of ±20%, even when the
formal errors are smaller. The best fitting slope −2.4 has been derived
from the interferometric data only.

Dust grains grow and settle to
the midplane

compared with observations, while small disks (R ≤ 100 AU)
Beckwith
&have
Sargent
(1991)
are too
compact and
a much higher
surface brightness than
observed. The best match between observations and model is
found for R ∼ 200 AU. We also investigate the possibility of
shallower or steeper surface density gradients. Steep surface
density gradients (p = 1.5, Fig. 4) require larger disk radii
to reproduce the observed images, the best match in this case
is for R ∼ 300 AU. Shallow surface density gradients have

0.0

1.0

3. RESULTS

0

90

180

270

Azimuthal angle

0.5

360

0.0

0

(o)

Fig. 6.
Scattered
images of the best models compared to observations. Left panel: The u
Pinte
et al.light
(2008)
at 0.606 µm and the lower row to those at 1.6 µm. Synthetic maps (right) were convolved by
from the peak). Central panel: 0.6 µm azimuthal brightness profile. Right panel: 1.6 µm a
central and right panels, the red dashed line correspond to the best fit of the scattered light on
of all observations simultaneously and the blue dotted to the scattered light images with porou
1.—CO J p 6–5 velocity channel maps (red: 2.9 km s ; blue: 2.5
Fig. 2.—CO J p 2
in the front side of the disk, i.e. towards bottom inkmFig.
the
panel.
al. (2006)
s ) fromfirst
sition. The spectra in
TW Hya, overlaid
on the Qi
690 GHzet
dust continuum
map (gray
!1

!1

scale). The cross indicates the position of the continuum peak.

are the simulated mo

was only performed for baselines larger than 40 kλ which
0.2
probe spatial scales smaller than 5 !! , i.e. corresponding to
the disk observed in scattered light. Fig. 2. (a),(b): First moment maps in the 12 CO and 13 CO J=2–1 line

from 1.9 kms−1 to 6.9 kms−1 observed towards IM Lup. These ma
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L. A. Hillenbrand: Dust Disk Lifetimes
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Fig. 3.— (Top) The SMA 340 GHz dust continuum image of LkHα 330 clearly shows an
inner disk hole of approximately 40 AU radius. The 0.!! 28x0.!! 33 beam is plotted at bottom
right. (Middle) The model of LkHα 330 in color overlaid with 1-sigma contours from the
data, beginning at 3-sigma with the beam in the lower right corner. The model determines
that the hole has a radius of 40 AU. (Bottom) The model subtracted from the data. Darker
regions correspond to excess flux in the data and lighter regions correspond to excess flux in
the model. The flux scale in the residuals plot is expanded by a factor of three compared to
the data plots. Significant asymmetries remain, particularly in the north, which cannot be
accounted for by an axisymmetric disk.

Hillenbrand (2006)

Brown et al. (2008)

– 11 –

Figure 3. Inner accretion disk fraction vs. stellar age inferred from H-K excess (left panel)
Median disk dispersal time 2–3 Myr
and K-L excess (right panel) measurements, binned by cluster or association. All young stars
Small
of in
disks
have inner
cleared
which we are able to locate in the HR diagram based
on fraction
information
the literature
(about
3500) and having inferred masses 0.3-1.0 M! are included in this figure. Individual clusters are
treated as units of single age corresponding to the median age inferred from the HR diagram. A
photoevaporation
cut of ∆(H-K) > 0.05 mag is used to define a disk.
Standard deviation of the mean (abscissa)
and Poisson (ordinate) error bars are shown. The planets
linear and exponential fits were derived for
ages <30 Myr; the linear fit has negative slope close to unity with rms 0.3.

(close stellar companions)

color excess due to the disk. In formulaic terms, using H-K color as an example, the disk

out gaps

Multiplicity...
No. 1, 2005

OBSERVATIONS OF IRAS 16293!2422

375

20-30% of T Tauri stars are in
multiple systems
(e.g, Koehler 2001; Leinert et al. 1993; Ghez et
al. 1993; Reipurth & Zinnecker 1993; Simon et
al.1995)

Many YSOs also harbor multiple
systems
USB continuum -- no selfcal -- robust=2 -- natural beam and fwhm=0.3

SMA observations of
IRAS16293-2422
Chandler et al. (2005)

Fig. 3.—Left: Plot of visibility amplitude against u-v distance projected along a position angle of !45# . Right: Continuum image obtained using only data >55 kk,
superuniform weighting, and a circular restoring CLEAN beam of 0B4 FWHM. Contours are at the same levels as in Fig. 1.

account for the proper motion of the sources. The proper motion
of sources A and B has been reported previously by Loinard
(2002), based on two epochs of VLA 8 GHz data (1989 and
1994), and indicates motion presumably associated with the
L1689N cloud in which sources A and B are embedded (see also
Curiel et al. 2003). When observed at high resolution, the centimeter radio emission from source A comprises two components, denoted A1 (to the east)
and A2 (to the west) by Wootten
SMA+JCMT+CSO
(1989), separated by 0B35. We show below that the overall strucobservations
ture of the centimeter radio emission
from source of
A has been
changing with time, so the simpler
structure of source B makes
IRAS16293-2422
measurement of its proper motion more straightforward. In
Frieswijk
al. (in
prep)
Figure 4 we plot the position
of source Bet
derived
from
the SMA
data, as well as all the VLA data having a resolution of 100 or
better, as a function of time, along with the offset between sources
A2 and B and between A1 and A2, for those measurements that

source B with the 1 mm position in Table 3. Figure 5 presents the
result of overlaying the shifted radio continuum emission on the
1 mm superresolution continuum image. When observed with
sufficient resolution to separate the two centimeter radio sources
A1 and A2, it is clear first that their orientation has been changing over the years as indicated in Figure 4 and second that they
lie on either side of the submillimeter continuum source Aa. In
Figure 6 we plot the projected separation between A1 and A2
and their position angle as a function of time. Considering only
the 8 GHz data, we might conclude that the separation between
A1 and A2 has been increasing slightly and that the rate at which
the position angle is changing is slowing down. However, this
conclusion becomes marginal when the results at other frequencies are included. Figure 4 shows that a linear fit to the position
offsets in right ascension and declination matches the data well.
The projected separation between A1 and A2 has remained con-
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Figure 2. Presentation of the integrated intensity images. For comparison the SCUBA data is from Davis et al. (1999) is shown in (b). The C 18 O contours
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Conclusion: The formation of Solar Mass stars
• Turbulence ➞ filemantry clouds ➞ Clump Mass Function ~ IMF
• Prestellar cores: ~Bonnor-Ebert spheres. Dynamics?
• Evolution: Class 0 ➞ I ➞ II (T Tauri star) ➞ III (pre-main sequence star)

Good picture of isolated star formation

• Inside-out collapse (Shu 1977) gives a reasonable description of Class 0,I

Most stars
form
in multiple
clusters
• Velocity dominated
by infall;
some
rotation +systems,
contribution
from outflow
3<N<10
4
• Chemical evolution:
depletion
outflow
shocks;
UV processing
Birth
cluster➞ofevaporation;
the Sun: 10

• Disks seem to form early in the Class 0 phase with 0.05–0.1 Msun ~ constant
• What is the nature of these early disks? Are they in Kepler rotation?
• Most T Tauri stars have disks, in Kepler rotation
• Inside disks, grains grow & settle, gas chemistry evolves, gaps may open

Outlook
• ALMA
• study YSOs in clustered regions like we have in isolation
• separate disks from envelopes
• Herschel
• access the FIR range, where key species have transitions: energetics
• E-ELT, JWST
• MIR spectroscopy of gas close to the star (star/disk connection)

Major reviews
• Evans 1999 ARA&A, 37, 311
• McKee & Ostriker 2007 ARA&A, 45, 565
• Bergin & Tafalla 2007 ARA&A, 45, 339
• Reipurth, Jewitt & Keil 2006, Protostars & Planets V (Univ Arizona Press)
• Evans et al. 2009, ApJS, 181, 321

